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About This Game

Blue Bird is a Visual Novel following the lives of four youths.
The protagonist, Karin, lost someone very dear to him in his childhood…

Yet thanks to fate, he meets a young girl who will change his empty life and give it meaning.

Be a part of this love story and help lead Karin to a bright future!

์Note before buy

- This game is still in development.
 - After you purchased a bluebird. You'll gain access to a full game (5 Episodes) and doesn't require to buy any "Season Pass".

Just buy and wait another episode come out and play it!!

And Steam Trading Cards will Coming Soon!!!
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Title: Blue Bird
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Deadline Soft
Publisher:
Deadline Soft
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 or greater.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: If you got Bug, Error, Mispronounced words or Something Weird. Please make a post on Steam
Community. Thank you.

English,Thai
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Ohhh yeah. At first it was rather bland because it was a visual turn off. But I've been able to get past that. The sheer size of
things makes it unpredicable. Doooo eeeet!. This game is the most beautiful work of art that I have ever seen. It is amazing, it
makes me feel so many feelings. But most of all, Campaign Clicker has done one thing no other game could, it inspired me to
actually end myself.. I thought I'd give this a go because I enjoyed the old point and click adventure games. I found this
frustrating and slow so just couldnt get into it. Perhaps it has an amazing story later as other reviews have mentioned but after
35mins i just hadnt found myself enjoying it yet and had already got semi stuck a few times.
. Very simple, yet very hard and fun platformer jumping game, you'll have to jump from steriod to steriod and collect spaceship
parts before you run out of oxygen.
I had a lot of fun playing it and you just have to get used to the controls :)

I've made a gameplay review of my experince with the game, you can make my day by watching it!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5_Q15ijZqnQ. I truly wanted to enjoy this game. I tried from the start no less than 15
times. There is little ammo, it takes 10 or so shots to kill creatures and appears there is no mapping to increase kills for
headshots etc. The close in combat is slow and cumbersome and not worth trying. All in all it looks like a funny game and well
done if you can run away from everything and avoid shooting or hitting anything at all costs. Not my cup of tea, I have retried
the first 5 minutes too many times.. simple rogue like dungen crawler game where you roam from room to room defeating
monsters. what seemed peculiar about the game - first, rooms looks: all rooms are square, so the game takes 60-70% of screen
space, but it adds some visual symmetry. second - you can have pets in a game, in addition to upgrades every game seem to
have, you can have lots of pets following you and helping you to defeat enemies. graphics is made really simple, but this is not a
kind of game where we really need lots of complicated graphics - i recommend for those who like to play rogue-like games.
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Great game kind of short would like to see more, if you had to pay for it I would still get this game.. Crazy, Brown And Casual.
I always die because of the White Walkers, if the characters are like me in season 8 it will be a short season..... Caravan is a
game with a very fresh "oriental" setting and some interesting mechanics which tie naturally into its storytelling approach. This
game is what I would call "unique", I haven't played quite anything like it. It's a bit rough around the edges but worth it very
much if you like the setting!.
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░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░███░░░░░░░. THe game is quite mediocre, to say the least. I love this
genre, but the AI and graphics are very outdated. If you also like this genre, stick with the best, which´s Hitman.. Big, big fun!!!
This game is devouring my time but I have no regrets.
All that I want is 3 stars in all stages!
Oh, and I want more of it!!!
I paid it only 49 cents but it worths the entire price and even more.
Surely 10/10. The game is very addictive, although I have only played for a short while I think I can still review it.
The clan system is not a very well done unless your very active over steam or a tatcial Russian community or something???
The opening is short and sweet but tells u all u need to know
I would highly reccomend this game. If you are having problems with the controls try the XBox controller.. Idk, my friend
bought this game for me and I love digging into weird stuffs. I would say this game like an ice cube in a drink. They make the
drinks cool but people throw it away after they drink the drink. I was expecting more for the story but weird creature loves are
spicy enough for me to motivate myself to write this review.
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